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A noted management guru 
said, “If the pace of change outside your organi-
zation is greater than the pace of change inside 
your organization, the end is in sight.”  This is a 
mantra we pay attention to.  Since it is the start 
of a new year, it is natural to take time to reflect, 
but should we be watching our “6” or looking 
out the windshield?
 
2010 was definitely an interesting and challeng-
ing year in the aviation business.  While certain-
ly not a banner year, overall, business generally 
gained a more solid ground.  Our business was 
helped by politics, with politicians coming and 
going non-stop spreading their gospel.  We 
relished in and benefitted from the successes of 
our Badgers and Packers.  We were voted “Best 
Air Charter Company” by readers of Corporate 
Report Wisconsin Magazine and set up a partner-
ship with Solverson Aviation to expand aviation 
offerings in Reedsburg.  We added aircraft in our 
fleet ranging from LSA to jets.  But enough of 
2010—yesterday’s homeruns don’t win tomor-
row’s game.
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The Best of the Best
Wisconsin Aviation is proud to announce that we have earned 
the right to be called a Cirrus Platinum Partner.  Cirrus Aircraft 
Company of Duluth, Minnesota, has designated Wisconsin  
Aviation’s maintenance department and our senior flight  
instructor, Jim Quinn, as “The Best of the Best.”

Cirrus says, “Cirrus Platinum Partners are ‘The Best of the Best’ 
among Cirrus Authorized Service Centers and Training Partners.  
A Cirrus Platinum Partner epitomizes premium quality service, 
exceptional training, outstanding support, state-of-the-art  
technical skill and, most importantly, a commitment to you, our 
valued customer.”

“Ch-Ch-
Changes”

Continued on next page
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Congratulations to the
Following Aircraft Buyer:

Warren Monk/Airstryke Inc.
Herscher, Illinois

1975 Piper Warrior 151So
ld

!!

You’re current...but are you 
satisfied with your proficiency? 

Ask a Wisconsin Aviation CFI 
about our  

ProPro--Pilot ProgramPilot Program  

Flight School

Continued from Page 1
Our maintenance department, with locations in Madison 
(KMSN) and Watertown (KRYV), Wisconsin, under the direc-
tion of Pete Schroeder, vice president of technical services, is 
one of 11 out of 191 Cirrus Authorized Service Centers through-
out the world to be selected for the Platinum Partner designa-
tion.  Also, it is the only Platinum Service Center in the 9-state, 
upper-Midwest region.  

The platinum designation is not easily obtained.  Here are some 
of the criteria:
• Receiving consistent, exemplary customer satisfaction   
 reviews from Cirrus owners. 
• Employing the most highly trained technicians.
• Offering full FBO services.
• Providing line support services to include 24-hour fuel   
 availability, 24-hour ground support, and aircraft detailing  
 and hangar services. 
• Providing advanced airport services to include precision-  
 approach abilities and 24-hour airport security.
• Holding major vendor certificates to provide a one-stop
 shop for all maintenance and service needs within its  
 facility. 
• Offering aircraft pick-up and delivery service.
• Consistently completing maintenance discussions and a final  
 maintenance sign-off with owners.
• Participating in Cirrus Aircraft’s informational forums and  
 headquarters meetings.

Wisconsin Aviation’s Jim Quinn, flight school manager and 
senior flight instructor at the Watertown facility, has been given 
the Platinum Partner designation of Cirrus Standardized Instruc-
tor Pilot (CSIP).  Jim is one of 17 instructors worldwide who 
have the CSIP designation.  In addition to Jim Quinn, three other 
Wisconsin Aviation certified flight instructors are checked out to 
train pilots in the Cirrus aircraft.

Some of the requirements to achieve the distinction of Platinum 
CSIP include:
• Holding a minimum of 1800 hours flying and 1000 hours   
 instructing in Cirrus aircraft to ensure a very high level of   
 experience and knowledge with the aircraft.
• Being qualified to teach in both Avidyne Entegra and Cirrus  
 Perspective by Garmin™ avionics packages in order to be  
 able to serve all Cirrus customers.
• Being accident-, incident-, and violation-free in the last year  
 to provide the safest possible training experience.
• Maintaining CSIP status for a minimum of two years to   
 develop the true partnership and commitment to Cirrus   
 Aircraft and our valuable owners. 
• Actively instructing in Cirrus aircraft within the last year,
 ensuring that the CSIP is current and familiar with the  
 aircraft.
• Participating in seminars, symposiums, and webinars  
 provided by Cirrus Aircraft to improve instructional  
 expertise and capability in Cirrus aircraft.
• Participating in events hosted by the Cirrus Pilots and  
 Owners Association (COPA), which helps promote  
 standardization in Cirrus flying to many Cirrus pilots.
• Committing to ongoing professional development as a CSIP  
 and flight instructor.

The Cirrus Platinum Partner designation is just one more reason 
to consider Wisconsin Aviation to be your premier aviation 
service provider.  Whether you own a Cirrus SR22 or a Cessna 
152, are a seasoned pilot or just learning to fly, if you are with 
Wisconsin Aviation, you know you are with “The Best of The 
Best.”

Just as physical exercise will improve your physical health, proper 
flying exercises will improve your ability to pilot an airplane safe-
ly.  The perfect candidate for a stall-spin accident is the pilot who 
seldom, if ever, exceeds a 30-degree bank and hasn’t practiced a 
stall, let alone a spin, or slow flight in years.  Spin training alone 
may not be the answer to safety from inadvertent spin accidents.  
The answer may be in training in coordinated slow flight, straight 
and level and in turns, including climbs and descents, until rudder 
control is automatic.  It takes skill to fly slowly.  

Accurate knowledge and recent practice in all night configura-
tions is essential to provide a pilot with the confidence and skill 
to maneuver safely—especially when you are entering the pattern 
and are third or fourth in line for the runway.

A “flying health” program 
should include:
1. A series of coordinated 
 flight maneuvers.
2. How to recover when 
 faced with an unusual 
 attitude or upset from 
 wake turbulence.
3. Learn how to recognize       
 the sequence of events 
 leading up to a spin  
 and how to prevent it; it  
 can save your life.  If 
 an airplane is not  
 allowed to stall, it will 
 not spin.  If it stalls 
 without a yaw move- 
 ment, it will not spin.
4. Performance maneu- 
 vers, such as chandelles  
 and the various figure  
 eights including lazy- 
 eights, help you to de- 
 velop a higher degree  
 of aircraft control and  
 precision.  It reinforces  
 skills necessary for  
 safe, everyday flying.
5. Putting it all together for normal, gusty crosswind, shortfield,  
 and softfield takeoffs and landings will make you feel good.

It is still necessary to fly the airplane, regardless of the high-tech 
equipment on board.  Proficiency is a personal thing.  It is an in-
vestment in your future, and you are worth it.

Statistics show an increase in aviation accidents as a result of 
technically advanced aircraft. Human factors have become more 
pronounced, especially since a larger portion of general aviation 
today is used for transportation rather than recreation. This de-
mands a higher level of professionalism.

If you fly a glass-panel airplane on long cross-country trips for 
business or pleasure, then you need to train to support your need.  
The new FAA/Industry Training Standards embraces concepts 
such as risk-management, aeronautical decision-making, situ-
ational awareness, and pilot-resource management. The idea is to 
“train the way you fly and fly the way you are trained.”

However, it is still necessary to maintain basic skills.  Knowledge 
and judgment are the best tools for keeping out of trouble.  If you 
don’t fly frequently, it is especially important for you to refresh 
your skills often in a structured program, perhaps quarterly in-
stead of every two years.  That way you can keep up on regula-
tions and changes in airspace and review emergency procedures 
and seasonal weather conditions.

Being able to fly GPS’s and leap entire states in a single bound 
doesn’t help when the weather turns sour and you are forced to 
use an alternate where the wind is howling, the runway is short, 
you have to do a circling approach, and you are dead tired.  Right 
there, the only thing that counts is “old-fashioned” stick-and-rud-
der skills.

Ray Klaus
NAFI Master CFI, CFII, MEI

Ray Klaus is an aviation training consultant living in Park Ridge, Illinois.   
He received the National Association of Flight Instructors Master Instructor  
designation and also the FAA Wright Brothers “Master Pilot” award for over  

50 years of accident- and violation-free flying.

FLYING EXERCISES good for your FLYING HEALTH



Wisconsin Aviation 
tells Jim Schumacher, 
Talewinds editor, charter 
pilot, CFI, and longtime 
friend, “Thank You” for 
over 55 years of ser-
vice to our country and 
communities. Jim, who 
most know as “Colonel,” 
started his first career 
in 1956 by joining the 
United States Marines.  
After 31 years of serving 
our country, he retired as 
a Marine Colonel.  On 
behalf of all Americans, 
we sincerely thank him 
for this dedication.

Shortly after military “retirement,” Jim looked to continue pursu-
ing his flying in the general aviation industry and visited a dozen 
plus Southeastern Wisconsin FBOs in search of employment. 
When he walked into Wisconsin Aviation’s headquarters in Water-
town, then known as Air Wisconsin, he was immediately greeted 
by Jeff Baum and his friendly staff.  Without an appointment, Jeff 
welcomed him into his office where they discussed Jim’s hiring as 
a CFI.  Twenty-one years later, Jim said that it really was an easy 
decision choosing Wisconsin Aviation as the place in which to 
spend his second career.  To this day, Jim notes that Jeff still has 
his unique passion for aviation while caring for each and every one 
of his customers and employees.

It did not take Jim long to start contributing to the growth of this 
small FBO in Watertown, Wisconsin.  Starting as a part-time 
contract CFI, he got his first four students, and three months later, 
he was a full-time CFI.  He subsequently progressed to flight 
school manager and became involved in establishing a vendor’s 
booth at the Madison and Milwaukee Sports Shows, touting the 
flight school and charter opportunities.  He ultimately moved the 
sport show booth to the EAA AirVenture and operated that for ten 
years.  As flight school manager, Jim was the driving force behind 
the annual Wisconsin Aviation Open House & Airshow.  The air-
show started as a 10-minute Pitts aerobatic display and eventually 
evolved into a full-blown, one-hour, professional, FAA-sanctioned 
airshow.  In 1994, he developed the marketing department.  Shortly 
thereafter, he also took on the role of vice president of administra-
tion, while still flight instructing and flying charter trips as needed.

It didn’t take long before Jim was asked to resurrect the company 
newsletter, the Talewinds, as a communications tool to our custom-
ers.  Under Jim’s guidance, the Talewinds, initially called the The 
Watertown Flyer, evolved to what it is today.  The mission for the 
newsletter was to keep its readers up to date on what is happen-

ing within Wisconsin Aviation, while at the same time present-
ing interesting aviation articles.  Over time, the list of aviation 
recipients has increased from about 100 recipients to currently 
over 6,000.

Over the years, Jim has influenced many of Wisconsin Aviation’s 
employees and customers.  Here are a few comments from them:

Jeff Baum – owner of Wisconsin Aviation – “There are so many 
ways Jim helped the company.  One of the best examples is this 
newsletter that he turned into one of the very best generated by 
an FBO in this country.  However, for me Jim’s greatest con-
tributions were his dedication, loyalty, friendship, and advice, 
which I relied and depended on daily.  One couldn’t have asked 
for anything more!”

Jane Seeber – worked with Jim for over 21 years and has as-
sumed the responsibility of Talewinds editor – “As my immediate 
supervisor for 15 of my 21 years with Wisconsin Aviation, Jim 
was a great mentor and friend.  I’ve learned a lot from him over 
the years (including many interesting military stories) and have 
truly valued his friendship.  It will definitely not be the same at 
Wisconsin Aviation without him!”

Wes Miller – longtime friend and colleague – “Jim is the best 
example of what integrity is all about!”

Jodi Maroney – learned to fly with Jim and is currently flying for 
Homeland Security – “Colonel Jim Schumacher has had a last-
ing impact on my life. He taught me how to fly—and you never 
forget the person, who after only a few hours of flying, steps out 
of the airplane and with a look of confidence sends you off on 
your first solo.  Years later he commissioned me as a Marine 
Corps Officer, launching me on a rewarding career of service 
flying the CH-53 helicopter in the Marine Corps.  Now I’m flying 
for U.S. Customs and Border Protection as well as for the Navy 
Reserves.  Thanks, Jim, for getting me started!”

Jim’s parting comments included, first and foremost, his ac-
knowledgement of the stupendous support he received from his 
wife, Marlene, throughout the 31 years he served his country 
and for an additional 21 years while working and flying for 
Wisconsin Aviation.  He thanks all the employees and customers 
who have supported his efforts to help make Wisconsin Aviation 
a recognized general aviation industry leader.  Additionally, he 
thanks Jeff Baum for giving him the opportunity to be a part of 
Wisconsin Aviation.  In his words, “It has been a pleasure work-
ing with Jeff Baum and others for a great 21 years!”  

On behalf of Wisconsin Aviation’s employees and customers, 
“Thank you, Jim!”  We wish you a happy and prosperous  
retirement.

Over 55 Years of Service
Thank You, Jim Schumacher!
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The Office of Aerospace Medicine has recently updated its 
policy in regards to the use of certain anti-depressant medica-
tions.  It is felt that the new policy is definitely a step forward 
and will likely be a benefit to aviation safety.

In the past, any use of antidepressant medications resulted in 
an automatic disqualification in regards to obtaining a medical 
certificate.

With the new policy, a few medications are allowed, and they are 
all in the class of medications called SSRIs (selective seratonin 
reuptake inhibitors).  There are four that are allowed, and these 
include Zoloft (sertraline), Celexa (citalopram), Lexapro (esci-
talopram) and Prozac (fluoxetine).  It should be noted that Paxil 
(paroxetine), also a member of this group, is not included.

Airmen taking these medications will need to see an HIMS (hu-
man intervention motivation study) trained AME.  HIMS-trained 
AMEs were chosen for two reasons.  First, they are more famil-
iar with the initial evaluation and monitoring process that will 
be utilized for the SSRIs, as the new process is modeled on the 
process used for airmen with substance abuse and dependence 
diagnoses (though, of course, depression and its treatment has 
nothing to do with either).  Second, HIMS AMEs have train-
ing and experience in evaluating airmen from a psychological 
perspective.

The diagnoses that will be accepted include:  Major Depressive 
Disorder (either single episode or recurrent episode), dysythy-
mic disorder, and adjustment disorder with depressed mood. 
Unacceptable diagnoses and/or symptoms include:  psychosis, 
suicidal ideation, treatment with multiple antidepressant medica-
tions currently, history of electro convulsive therapy (ECT), or 
history of multi-agent drug protocol use.

In regards to psychiatric status, all symptoms of the psychiatric 
condition must be corrected by the single medication, and the 
condition must be stable with no change in or exacerbation of 
symptoms for 12 months prior to certification.  Secondly, the air-
man must be on a stable dose of the medication for 12 months.  
Thirdly, the airman must have no aeromedically significant side 
effects of the prescribed medication.

For initial consideration, a current status report from the treat-
ing psychiatrist is needed, as well as a written statement from 

A Visit with the AME
Dr. Terry Turke

the airman.  If the airman is flying under FAR Parts 121 or 135, 
a statement from airline management is needed.  In addition, 
results of neurocognitive psychological tests are needed.  Lastly, 
an evaluation and a written report from the HIMS-trained AME 
as to the current status of the airman, to include psychiatric 
status, treatment, and recommendation for a Special Issuance 
certificate, are needed.

Upon sending all of this information to the Aerospace Medi-
cal Certificate Division (AMCD) in Oklahoma City, a 6- or 
12-month medical certificate can be issued.  For airmen flying 
under Parts 121 or 135 needing a first-class medical certificate, 
depending on the airman’s age, a 6- or 12-month certificate can 
be issued.  For those needing second- or third-class medical 
certificates, a 12-month certificate can be issued.

Follow-up evaluation requirements include a status report from 
the treating physician, psychiatric consultation status for all 
classes every 6 months, and a letter from management every 3 
months for first- and second-class medical certificate holders 
flying under Parts 121 or 135.  After Special Issuance Authoriza-
tion, psychometric testing will be required annually for first- and 
second-class medical certificate holders flying under Parts 121 or 
135 and every 2 years for third-class medical holders.

Dr. Terry Turke is an FAA Senior Aviation Medical Examiner (AME) 
located in Watertown, Wisconsin.

Update on Depression



         Wisconsin Aviation Charter Service Just Got Better!

The 224KC Story
 
224KC started life in 1985 as a Cessna Citation S-II Model S550.  In 
2010 Sierra Industries Ltd. of Uvalde, Texas, modified the aircraft to 
the Super S-II.  The heart of the modification is the installation of two  
Williams FJ44 – 3A turbofan engines.  These engines each develop 
2,820 lbs. of thrust which give the aircraft its remarkably improved performance.  The addition of dual-channel 
FADEC (Full Authority Digital Engine Controls) assures optimal engine settings and synchronization at all times.  
This provides quieter, smoother performance and exceptional engine and fuel efficiency, which give the aircraft 
the range needed to reach your favorite destinations non-stop.

Destination Flight Time
Austin (1005 miles) 2 ½ hours

Cancun (1534 miles) 4 hours

Denver (824 miles) 2 ¼ hours

Des Moines (247 miles) 45 minutes

Kansas City (389 miles) 1 hour

Miami  (1303 miles) 3 ½ hours

New York (810 miles) 2 ¼ hours

Phoenix (1394 miles) 3 ½ hours

Salt Lake City (1171 miles) 3 hours

Seattle (1618 miles) 4 ¼ hours

Tulsa (592 miles) 1 ½ hours

Cabin Enhancements:
 
	 •	Plush	leather	seats
	 •	Power	outlets
	 •	Refreshment	center
	 •	Lavatory

Operational Improvements:
 
 •	Cruise	speed	increased	by	35	miles	per	hour.
	 •	Top	altitude	increased	from	37,000	feet	to	41,000	feet,	providing	a	 
	 	 smoother	flight.
	 •	A	greatly	improved	climb	rate	gets	you	to	your	cruise	altitude	faster.
	 •	A	20%	increase	in	fuel	economy	and	larger	fuel	tanks	allow	for	non-stop	 
	 	 flights	to	the	West	Coast	and	the	Caribbean.
	 •	State-of-the-art	avionics	technology	maximizes	the	safety	of	your	flight.
	 •	Real-time,	in-cockpit,	weather-monitoring	equipment	helps	keep	you	out	 
	 	 of	bad	weather	and	in	smooth	air.

In the words of Grant Goetsch, vice president of flight operations and Citation pilot for Wisconsin 
Aviation, “With this modification, the Citation Super S-II is faster, quieter, and more efficient.  We 
now have the capability of getting you to your favorite destinations more quickly and non-stop.”

The newly modified Cessna Citation Sierra Super S-II, N224KC, can take you non-stop  
from departure points in the Midwest to the West Coast and the Caribbean.

Sample Flight Times 
from Madison, WI:



EFB (Electronic Flight Bag) and ECD (Electronic Chart Dis-
play) technology is here.  The hardware can be anything from 
a Garman in-dash unit to an iPhone, and there are plenty of op-
tions in between.  Garmin, of course, provides the hardware and 
software as a package, but if you are using a hand-held device, 
like an iPad, you will have to buy an Application (App), but wait 
until you hear what it can do.  

One company will provide an App that will run on the iPad 
you got for Christmas.  It includes Sectionals, Terminal Area 
Charts, Instrument Approach Procedures, IFR High & Low 
Enroute Charts, and airport information plus full weather text 
and graphics for the whole country.  All charts and approach 
plates are kept current with a free download.  The App even 
reminds you when an update is necessary.  The cost?  The App 
that Jim Quinn, Watertown’s flight school manager and senior 
flight instructor, uses on his iPad is just $75 a year—including 
all updates!  

Just think about what this means to you.  Let’s say you are taking 
an IFR trip from “Packer Land” to Texas.  You’ve got approach 
plates for Wisconsin and Illinois that you keep updated at $4.50 
each every 56 days, but you will also need a set of plates for 
Missouri, Arkansas, Oklahoma, and Texas.  You will also need 
Low-Level Enroute Charts L16, 17, and 18 and Kansas City, 
Dallas/Fort Worth, and San Antonio sectionals.  You could 
purchase all these charts for about $65, but with an EFB device, 
they are all right there, current and ready to use.

All of this means easier flight planning and a safer and more 
enjoyable trip, and for your back-seat passengers, it means more 
leg room.  
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EFB and ECD Technology Means a  
Paperless Cockpit for Part 91 Pilots

Pilots to Fly  
Jumpers!

Unique
Opportunity!
If you have a commercial pilot  
certificate and a total of 500 hours and would like to build 
your hours, you can fly for time with the Seven Hills  
Skydivers. If interested, call Bob Payne @ 608-244-5088.

Needed…
Hesitate to take that business 
trip because you just don’t feel 
confident in your flying skills? 

Ask a Wisconsin Aviation CFI 
about our  

Pilot Mentor ProgramPilot Mentor Program  

Flight School

AC No. 91-78 sets down the rules for who can use EFBs and 
how and when can they use it.  The purpose of this AC is to give 
you “information for removal of paper aeronautical charts and 
other documentation from the cockpit through the use of either 
portable or installed cockpit displays.”  (How great does that 
sound?)  And, information in the circular says it is “applicable to 
IFR, VFR, preflight, flight, and post-flight operations conducted 
under Part 91.”   Here is the bottom line:  AC No. 91-78 says 
Class 1 (not attached to aircraft) and Class 2 (attached to aircraft) 
EFBs can be used during all phases of flight operations in lieu of 
paper reference material when the information displayed meets 
the following criteria:

• The EFB/ECD system does not replace any system or  
 equipment required by Part 91.

• It displays information which is functionally equivalent to  
 the paper references it replaces.
• The information is current, up-to-date, and valid as verified  
 by the pilot.
• The system does not interfere with equipment or systems   
 required for flight.
• It is suggested that you carry a backup source of aeronauti- 
 cal information.  This can be either paper or electronic.  

There are a few recommendations for the period of time when 
you are getting used to the new system.  Before you take off with 
the new system, give it a good dry run on the ground.  Make sure 
you and the device are communicating on the level you will need 
in flight.  Include a check of the EFB in your pre-flight check.  
And finally, carry paper backups of the information the EFB 
replaces until you are completely comfortable with the system.

FAA Advisory Circular Sets Down the Rules for EFB

You can go from this . . . . . . to this!

Garmin GPSMAP 695 installed in a Bonanza

Flight planning on the iPad

Looking forward, we will continue to work to upgrade our rental 
and charter fleets and push recent new offerings like our PRO-
ficient Pilot and Pilot Mentor Programs in flight school.  We 
are working hard at bringing in more international students that 
have brought fun diversity to our FBOs and good tourist dollars 
to the area.  We have added several new dealerships in avion-
ics (notably Becker and Trig) and will keep pursuing exciting 
new capabilities to upgrade existing aircraft and, likewise, keep 
looking to add new products to our current substantial line of 

services in maintenance.  We will think outside the box to bring 
you useful services at the best possible value.

One thing won’t change—our commitment to providing you with 
great, prompt, and friendly service.  That is one thing that never 
goes out of style and looks just as good reflecting back as it does 
going forward.  It was our pleasure to serve you in 2010, and we 
look forward to a better 2011.  Thanks for your business.

Jeff Baum

President - Continued from pg. 1



The FAA has published new regulations 
that alter the aircraft registration process 
and establish new requirements to ensure 
registration records are kept current.  The 
FAA estimates that about one-third of 
today’s 350,000+ registered records have 
inaccurate records to include ownership, 
addresses, or destruction of aircraft.

Re-registration of eligible aircraft takes 
place between October 1, 2010, and 
December 31, 2013, according to the 
adjacent schedule.  Approximately six 
months before current registrations expire, 
owners will receive notice that identifies 
their aircraft’s registration expiration date.  
A small fee is involved with this process.  
The new registration expires three years 
from the expiration date of the previous 
certificate.

Additional information on this re-registration process can be found at www.nata.aero/aic.

Re-Registration/Renewal of Aircraft Registration 

The FAA has published new regulations that alter the aircraft registration process and establish new 
requirements to ensure registration records are kept current.  The FAA estimates that about one-third of 
today’s 350,000+ registered records have inaccurate records to include ownership, addresses, or 
destruction of aircraft. 
Re-registration of eligible aircraft takes place between October 1, 2010, and December 31, 2013, 
according to the schedule below.  Approximately six months before current registrations expire, owners 
will receive notice that identifies their aircraft’s registration expiration date.  A small fee is involved with 
this process.  The new registration expires three years from the expiration date of the previous 
certificate. 

Aircraft Re-Registration Schedule 
If the certificate 

was issued in: 
The certificate 

expires on: 

The owner must apply for re-registration 
between these dates to allow delivery of a 

new certificate before expiration. 
March of any year March 31, 2011 November 1, 2010 and January 31, 2011
April of any year June 30, 2011 February 1, 2011 and April 30, 2011
May of any year September 30, 2011 May 1, 2011 and July 31, 2011
June of any year December 31, 2011 August 1, 2011 and October 31, 2011
July of any year March 31, 2012 November 1, 2011 and January 31, 2012

August of any year June 30, 2012 February 1, 2012 and April 30, 2012
September of any year September 30, 2012 May 1, 2012 and July 31, 2012

October of any year December 31, 2012 August 1, 2012 and October 31, 2012
November of any year March 31, 2013 November 1, 2012 and January 31, 2013
December of any year June 30, 2013 February 1, 2013 and April 30, 2013

January of any year September 30, 2013 May 1, 2013 and July 31, 2013
February of any year December 31, 2013 August 1, 2013 and October 31, 2013

 
Additional information on this re-registration process can be found at www.nata.aero/aic. 

Congratulations, Superstars!
The individuals listed below have achieved solo status or obtained

the certificates or ratings shown since the previous issue of Talewinds.

Congratulations to all!

Solo Status
 
 Mary Arndt (MSN) Deb Houdan (MSN) Daniel Safarik (RYV)
 Michael Dean (RYV) Ty Oestreich (RYV) Adam Smith (MSN)
 Cheryl Ernst (UNU)  Dan Peck (MSN) Christen Vanwormer (MSN)

  
Certificates & Ratings

  
   Private  
   Cheryl Koos-Abendroth (RYV)  
   Kevin Hand (MSN)
  Brian McConnell (RYV)
   Adam Smith (MSN)
  Aaron Stransky (MSN)
   
  Instrument Instructor
  Bob Edwards (MSN)
  Trish Horn (RYV)
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Re-Registration/Renewal of Aircraft Registration

For full specifications and photos, visit our website at WisconsinAviation.com.

We Welcome Your Consignment! Wisconsin Aviation, Inc., is one of the state’s largest aircraft dealers.  We maintain a large inventory of 
brokered aircraft.  If you are considering selling your aircraft, please call to discuss the advantages of listing your aircraft with us.  If you’re 

in the market to buy and we don’t have the plane you want, we’ll find it for you.

1977 Cessna R172K Hawk XP:
Exceptional!  Only 2990 TTSN!  235 SFRM!  GNS 430 – Dual Glideslopes!  S-
Tec 60-2!  Sandel 3308 EHSI!  MX-20 MFD!  WX-500!  Isham 210 HP conver-
sion!  Much more!    $89,500

2005 Cirrus SR22-GTS:   Pristine aircraft!  Only 650TT!  NDH, Platinum engine, 
S-TEC 55X, TAWS, traffic, CMAX, de-ice, XM weather, Tanis heater, NDH! 
Always hangared!  This one has it all plus 4 Bose headsets! Leaseback Wanted!  
Reduced to $259,000!

2006 Cirrus SR22-GTS:  Avidyne FliteMax Entegra glass cockpit, dual Garmin 
430s, 55X autopilot, Skywatch!  Stormscope!  XM weather!  TKS ice protection!  
Terrain!  Charts-capable, Service Center-maintained since new, 900 TTSN.   
Leaseback Wanted!   $269,000

Aircraft for Sale

1980 Piper PA-28-236 Dakota:
6500 TT, 1620 SMOH, King IFR, KN-64 DME, Trimble 2000 GPS, Autocontrol 
IIIB autopilot, 4-place built-in intercom, Tanis heater.  Same operator last 19 
years! Will trade for 6-place.  $64,900   

2000 Commander 115:  Pampered and always hangared!  Fresh Annual, 
765TT, GNS 530W/430W! Sandel HSI! WX-500 and GDL-69 Weather!  TCAD, 
air conditioning, one owner.    Reduced to $289,000!

1981 Cessna Conquest II Dash 10:  Collins Proline, Bendix RDR-1100, 
stormscope, Argus 5000, TCAD, 4-bladed Hartzells, Dual VCRs, Part 135, SIDs 
complete! Fresh props, 1799 SMOH, 9853 TT.  Leaseback wanted!  Reduced to 
$1,495,000!

1946 Stinson 108-1:   1900 TT, Only 28 SMOH (1992), Only 12 SNEW 
Sensenich Prop (1994), ICS Plus NavCom, Narco AT-150 Transponder,  
November 2010 annual, partial logs.  $28,000

SOLD
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Mar 2 Instrument Ground School @ MSN - Wednesdays thru May 25, 6-9pm
    
Apr 9 IFR Refresher Clinic @ MSN - Saturday, 10am – 1pm

Apr 11 Private Pilot Ground School @ RYV - Mondays thru June 27, 6-9pm

Apr 16 VFR Refresher Clinic @ MSN - Saturday, 10am – 1pm

May 21 National Learn to Fly Day

June 5 UNU Open House / 3rd Annual Wings & Wheels / EAA Chapter 897 Breakfast

June 12 RYV Open House / Ninety-Nines Pancake Breakfast

June 16-19 EAA Aluminum Overcast B-17 WII Bomber Rides @ MSN

June 18 10th Annual Hangar Dance @ MSN

July 11 Private Pilot Ground School @ RYV - Mondays thru Sept 26, 6-9pm

July 25-31 EAA AirVenture @ OSH

Aug 28 Juneau August Fest / Lions Club Pancake Breakfast

Sept 13 IFR Ground School @ UNU - Tuesdays thru Nov 29, 6-9pm

Sept 15 Private Pilot Ground School @ UNU - Thursdays thru Dec 8, 6-9pm

Oct 10 Private Pilot Ground School @ RYV - Mondays thru Dec 26, 6-9pm

For more details, visit our website at WisconsinAviation.com or email us at WisAv@WisconsinAviation.com.


